
GUNS GERMS STEEL REVIEW ESSAY

I first read Jared Diamond's Guns, Germs, and Steel in the Fall based on a recommendation from a friend. I will
therefore attempt to confine this review on the "meat and potatoes" of his book: the dramatic Spanish conquest of the
Incas; the impact of continental geography on.

His hypothesis was very original and at first looked very simple, it was guns, germs and steel. In contrast with
the Incas, the Spaniards adopted animals that their geography supported or helped them access. Learn More In
the movie, Jared uses the conquest of the Spaniards over the Incas to illustrate how geography contributed in a
big way to the development of some cultures such that they became superior over others. Let's see if we can
help you! Jared Diamond, in his book Guns, Germs and Steel grapples with this question and theorizes the
answer has something to do with the natural resources and geography that societies are given. Diamond says
there are four main reasons the Europeans rose to power and were able to expand across the globe. Most parts
of Eurasia and North Africa were for instance occupied by large states relying on food production which
possessed many, if not all, of the proximate factors. They also brought new diseases, maritime, early guns, and
centralized political organization. Guns, Germs, and Steel. Advertising Looking for essay on art and design?
Diamond explains that food production with domesticated plants and animals yields far more calories per acre
than do wild habitats with most species being inedible to humans. Why is Eurasia more advanced and
innovated than other continents like, the Americas? Around 50, years ago. He upset many historians around
the world by the way he bashes Europeans. As Diamond points out, relying on wild habitats does not yield
enough calories per acre of land to sustain any denser population. Jerad Diamond. Adding to that, Diamond
also has published countless articles and authored multiple books. Diamond surrounds his answer on how
"History followed different courses for different people because of differences among peoples' environments,
not because of biological differences among peoples themselves" Studies by molecular biologists show for
instance, that measles evolved from the cattle-plague and influenza from a disease of pigs and ducks. His
hypothesis was very original and at first looked very simple, it was guns, germs and steel. It is historically
deterministic.


